This paper presents a supervised method to classify a document at the sub-sentence level. Traditionally, sentiment analysis often classifies sentence polarity based on word features, syllable features, or Ngram features. A sentence, as a whole, may contain several phrases and words which carry their own specific sentiment. However, classifying a sentence based on phrases and words can sometimes be incoherent because they are ungrammatically formed. In order to overcome this problem, we need to arrange words and phrase in a dependency form to capture their semantic scope of sentiment. Thus, we transform a sentence into a dependency tree structure. A dependency tree is composed of subtrees, and each subtree allocates words and syllables in a grammatical order. Moreover, a sentence dependency tree structure can mitigate word sense ambiguity or solve the inherent polysemy of words by determining their word sense. In our experiment, we provide the details of the proposed subtree polarity classification for sub-opinion analysis. To conclude our discussion, we also elaborate on the effectiveness of the analysis result. key words: sentiment analysis, sentence dependency parsing, subtree opinions, Vietnamese sentiment classification, hotel review classification
Introduction
An online hotel booking service is an indispensable for travellers and international backpackers. Hotel owners extend their business by developing booking services through online platforms such as websites, blogs, or social media, etc. Availability of online booking platforms creates a high volume of feedback data which are continuously delivered to service providers. In order to deal with many customer opinions, automatic sentiment analysis is vitally needed. The typical approach uses a supervised method which requires a big data set for training [1] , and machine learning techniques (based on bag-of-words, bi-gram, N-gram, etc.) [2] , and feature selections [3] - [5] . Those methods focus on words or groups of words that occur in a corpus and use common learning algorithms like Naïve Bayes (NB) [6] or Support Vector Machine (SVM) [7] for classification. Sentences usually contain multiple phrases which are linked to each other by meaningful conjunction words like but, although, however, etc. Rhetorical Structure Theory stated that 90% of rhetorical relations is triggered by connective words in articles [8] , [9] . Dependency tree-based sentiment classification is proposed by introducing CRF with hidden variables Manuscript of dependent subtree polarity to classify the sentence sentiment [10] . The approach is similarly used to solve the problem of subtree polarity reversal, but without considering the word sense. Traditional domain-oriented text classification commonly treats word elements of a sentence separately. For instance, when the majority of a specific category word is likely to occur in a sentence, this sentence will be highly classified into a similar category. Furthermore, a sentence consists of several sub-opinions, and each sub-opinion could interact with each other for delivering a total sentence opinion. For example, we select a sentence from our collected corpus "The new glass blocks noise and heat from outside". Generally, "noise" and "heat" are negative words, therefore the sub-opinion of "noise and heat" is most likely a high level of negativity. Additionally, "blocks" has a meaning "to reverse" the sense of its succeeding words, "noise and heat". As a result, the total sentence polarity is changed into positive. Considering another example of "The hotel is far from the city, but service is excellent", the sub-opinion of "far from city" has negative polarity because the word "far" is considered to contain a negative meaning. Meanwhile, a sub-opinion of "service is excellent" has positive polarity because the word "excellent" is a positive word. The first opinion is generally neglected in general dialog of the Vietnamese language because a speaker wants to emphasize the good service offered by the hotel. This is because the word "but" is indicated to contrast the relation between the sub-opinions. Finally, the total polarity of the sentence is decided by its succeeding sub-opinion.
Accordingly, the parsing model that generates a dependency graph representation of a sentence can hold the information of the polar words and their relations. Words and their arguments can be modeled through directed edges, leaves, and nodes [11] , [12] . Also, a dependency graph contains rich features that can be further used for language processing. Those features are included in machine translation [13] , sentence compression [14] , and textual inference [15] .
Besides, another important aspect of a sentence dependency structure is a grammatical relation. A sentence, as a whole, can be ambiguous, although its sub-opinions are unambiguous. For instance, the sentence "customer can listen to nice room" is ambiguous because it is uncommon in daily conversation. A dependency structure can express a sentence in a grammatical way by assigning a grammatical relation within a clause, as direct and indirect arguments. This Copyright c 2018 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers includes subject, primary object, and secondary object. Because arguments are closely related to each other in meaning a dependency tree plays an important role in determining a suitable word in a sentence.
In this paper, we conduct our experiment on a corpus collected from a popular hotel booking site Agoda † . We devise a supervised method that used a sentence dependency structure and rule-based system that provides linguistic compositionality rules. In this method, the polarity of the whole sentence is regarded as the sentence level opinion, and the polarity of the component terms are regarded as the sub-opinions. The polarity of the whole sentence reflects the sentence level, and it is calculated under consideration of the interaction between the polarity of the sub-opinions. This study aims to improve sentence-level classification, which leads to the following:
• Classify a sentence polarity based on sub-opinions in the dependency tree and sum-product belief propagation. • Classify a sentence polarity based on sub-opinions in the dependency tree and sub-opinion relations. • Classify a sentence polarity based on the sentence dependency tree, sub-opinions, and word granularity.
The rest of the paper is organized as the following. Section 2 presents related works that use dependency parsing tree for sentiment analysis. Section 3 describes the method of using dependency parsing tree with sub-opinions and subopinions relations. Section 4 shows experiment results, and Sect. 5 concludes the results.
Related Works
Sentiment classification attracts the attention of many researchers, and various kinds of research have been implemented in different aspects i.e. word aspect [15] , sentence aspects [16] - [19] , and document aspects [20] . This research focuses on sentence level classification based on sentence structure. Therefore, the review of the related works is evolved with sentence dependency structure and its subtrees.
Li [20] mined dependency structure features in combination with flat features from the dependency tree to form a novel feature for a sentence. The structure features together with flat features are applied to a convolution tree kernelbased approach for sentence classification with dependency parse trees, and current polarity of named-entities based on the fly topic modeling. The performance of the system was shown by a comparison of three rule-based approaches and two supervised approaches (i.e. Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy).
Quan [21] proposed a method of combination of lexicon-base and dependency parsing for sentiment classification. Quan [21] selected a relationship between an adverb and target word by using a dependency parser. A † https://www.agoda.com/ word dictionary is constructed based on the HowNet similarity method. A summation of the weighted sentiment of all phrases is calculated for determination of the final sentence polarity. Li et al. [22] used structure feature of topic and sentiment word pairs to represent the contextual information of opinions and target topics. Also, they used this contextual information to detect opinions toward the same topic. From two kinds of relations, the author constructed a graph-based model for opinion mining. Another approach is from Matsumoto [23] , who mined the most frequent dependency sub-tree that was derived from corpus sentences. The most occurring sub-trees were recorded as new features for sentiment classification. Dave et al. [24] explored the use adjective-noun relations, for a noun with relative dependency polarity. Nakagawa [10] applied the dependency structure and treated each node in the dependency tree, except the root note, as a hidden variable. The approach classifies the sentence by applying the Conditional Random Field (CRF) method on the hidden variables. None of the surveyed papers uses sub-opinions relation and word granularity, which are expected to capture a better opinion granularity. This paper improves the sentiment classification by using a corpus of Vietnamese hotel booking opinions. The approach uses the text domain. In this case, we conducted the experiment on the Vietnam hotel reviews and confirmed the performance of our approach. It is applicable to other languages and domains but needs an annotated corpus and appropriate analysis support from the WordNet for the specific terms.
Methodology

Sentiment Classification System Based on Dependency Sub-Trees
Let us consider the subjective sentence "The new window prevents mosquitos and flies but the swimming pool is very crowded" (indoor pool). Its dependency tree is shown in Fig. 1 , and its sub-opinion, corresponding to each dependency subtree, is shown in Fig. 2 . The polarity sign (+ and −) is labelled in the circle at the head of the dependency Fig. 1 Dependency tree of the complete sentence. structure. In this sentence "mosquitos" and "flies" are considered as negative polarities in the hotel review domain. In sentiment classification that relies on N-gram, word feature selection [25] could wrongly classify the phrase "The new window prevents mosquitos and flies" as a negative polarity because the polarities of two words "mosquitos" and "flies" are reversed by modifying the word "prevents". In addition, in a sentence, a conjunction word "but" joins the first phrase "prevents mosquitos and flies", and the second phrase "the swimming pool is very crowded". This conjunction word is considered as a rewarded word that emphasizes the sentence polarity in the second phrase. In this manner, we can determine the sentence polarity based on dependency subtrees of a subjective sentence rather than considering each individual word because the dependency structure of word phrases provides a better scope of the polarity. Figure 3 describes the whole system consisting of fol- lowing components: Corpus contains sentence ID and overall score for the comments. The score is given based on hotel conditions/cleaniness, location, and value for money, facilities, and service. In order to evaluate the efficiency of our method, we use a corpus collected from Agoda, an online booking website for tourist attractions in Viet Nam. The comments in review boxes consist of many languages, but only the Vietnamese language review boxes are considered in this study. The corpus is partially adapted from Duyen [26] , and it is introduced to balance the number of negative and positive sentences. In total, we collected 4,011 review sentences from approximately 300 hotels. The sentence polarities are labeled by two annotators. In order to measure the inter-annotator agreement, we use the Cohen's kappa coefficient as follows:
where Pr(a) is the relative observed agreement between two annotators, and Pr(e) is the hypothetical probability of chance agreement. The Cohen's kappa coefficient of our corpus was 0.89, which can be interpreted as almost perfect agreement.
Corpus processing uses vnTokenizer † to segment the sentences. This software is designed for tokenizing Vietnamese texts. It segments Vietnamese texts into lexical units (words, names, dates, numbers and other regular expressions) with a high accuracy, of about 98% on the test set extracted from the Vietnamese Treebank.
From corpus collection observation, we notice that most of the review sentences are short and less than 30 words. In addition, the reviewers often break a sentence without considering grammatical rules. Therefore, it is suitable to deploy MSTParser to construct dependency trees since it performs well on short sentences.
The Sentence dependency parsing model is constructed, based on Vietnamese dependency Treebank VnDT, which contains 10,200 sentences. The dependency trees outputs are represented in the form of the CoNLL 10-column standard. The output contains node features and edge features, the root of the tree, and tagged words. We apply the vnDP model developed from Dai [27] to handle this task. From the CoNLL format, we successfully bracket the phrases in the sentence so that we can extract them to be a subtree feature. The dependency tree is presented in a hierarchical dependency graph. It has a big advantage in visualizing tree structure but it is difficult for the computer reading data process. We decided to convert the tree dependency graph into a sentence bracketed form, so that a computer could easily read sub-tree inputs sequentially. We successfully developed an algorithm to bracket the dependency structure, as shown in Algorithm 1.
The bracket starts with ROOT since the top node is indexed by 0. As it is a head of the tree, the subsequent sub-tree nodes are bracketed with inner brackets.
The Sub-Tree extraction module processes bracketed sentences and produce a list of sub-trees as outputs. The sub-trees contain parent nodes, children nodes, and dependency relation tags. The statistical number of sub-trees for positive and negative relations is illustrated in Table 2 .
Sub-trees polarity labeling handles word polarity tagging by the topic domain dictionary. This dictionary contains a list of words that their meanings are already disambiguated by the annotators. The prior polarity of a phrase {+1, −1} is the innate sentiment polarity of a word contained in the phrase, which can be obtained from sentiment polarity dictionaries. The resulting dictionary contains 324 positive expressions and 332 negative expressions. We also construct a relation dictionary which contains 37 reversed expressions and 13 rewarded expressions.
Sentence classification based on the sub-tree module
concludes the sentence polarity based on its dependency sub-trees. Section 3.2 describes in detail the classification methodology.
Classification Methodology
Classification by Sub-Opinions and Dependency Tree Propagation
MacKay (2003, chapters 16 and 26) [28] presented a theory of belief propagation, which is a generalization of the forward-backward algorithm that is deeply studied in the graphical model literature (Yedidia et al., 2004 ) [29] . Belief propagation is well known as sum-product message passing. It calculates the marginal distribution for each unobserved node, conditional on any observed nodes. Belief propagation is commonly used in artificial intelligence and information theory and has demonstrated empirical success in numerous applications including low-density parity-check codes, turbo codes, free energy approximation, and satisfiability [32] . A graph contains nodes, corresponding to variables V and factors F, the edge connects variables and the factors. The joint mass function is:
where x a is the vector of neighboring nodes to the factor node a. The function works by passing a belief message in the edge of hidden nodes. Specifically, if node a is connected to node v in the dependency graph, a message denoted by µ v→a is passed from v to a and µ a→v is passed from a to v. The message is computed differently, based on whether a node is a variable node or factor node. Figure 6 represents a dependency graph with variable nodes from 0 to 4, factor node is from e 1 to e 4 , and edge features are from e 5 to e 8 .
Before starting, the graph is oriented by designating one node as the root; any non-root node which is connected to only one other node is called a leaf. In the first step, messages are passed inwards. Starting at the leaves, each node passes a message along the (unique) edge towards the root node. The tree structure guarantees that it is possible to obtain messages from all other adjoining nodes before passing the message on. This continues until the root has obtained messages from all of its adjoining nodes. The second step involves passing the messages back out. Starting at the root, messages are passed in the reverse direction. The algorithm is completed when all leaves have received their messages. Applying this method to the sentence in the Fig. 1 , this sentence would be classified as a negative sentence. Since two words "mosquitos" and "flies" are negative, their polarities are propagated to an upper node and combined with the positive polarity of the word "fresh". Since the final sentence polarity is the product of all phrases, the sentence polarity is negative. However, this conclusion is wrong because this method skipped the negation relation word "prevent". This weakness will be improved by applying the second method in the next section.
Classification with Consideration of Sub-Opinion Relation
When a subtree contains an opinion relation word registered in dictionaries, its polarity resulting from calculating from its leaves is reversed. Taking the sentence in the Fig. 1 as an example, since "prevent" reverses the polarity of the two words "mosquitos" and "flies", from negative to positive. Therefore, the subtree polarity in the Fig. 7 is positive, and by applying the sum product propagation method in Sect. 3.2.1, we can update the polarity of the word "prevent" to be positive, which is useful to determine the subtree polarity at a higher level. Similarly, from Fig. 1 , we defined "but" as a contradiction meaning word because it strengthens the polarity of its following phrase. Accordingly, if the sentence has a structure like:
where A is the preceding phrase and B is the proceeding phrase. Sentence polarity is decided as the polarity of B. Algorithm 2 shows a completed procedure for determining a sentence polarity that contains reversed and rewarded relations.
However, we still face one existing issue in that the second phrase "the swimming pool is very crowded" obviously has a negative meaning since "crowded" is a negative word. But in the Vietnamese language, the word "dông" which is translated as "crowded" can have several meanings dependings on the different situations. The method in the next section will solve this issue.
Classification with Considering of Sub-Opinion Relation and Word Granularity
It is a difficult task to determine an appropriate granularity of a word in a different concept. The Vietnamese language does not have a concept of tense for a verb like "run" in present tense, which is "ran" for past tense. Also, in English, most nouns need to be in a form of singular or plural (e.g. pen vs pens) whereas Vietnamese noun "do not in themselves contain any notion of number or amount" [30] .
Taking the second phrase in Fig. 1 as an example, " bo ' i rấtdông" (the swimming pool is very crowded) and another phrase "Khách sa . n vào mùadông khá váng" (Hotel in winter is quite deserted). The word "dông" is used without changing its form. In the first sentence, it is used as an adjective, but in the second sentence, it is used as a noun. Vietnamese is a sort of isolating language in that word formation is a combination of isolated syllables [31] . In the reviews of Vietnamese hotels, the reviewers often use these kinds of homonyms that often lead to the problem of misclassifications. These syntactic aspects are represented by using constituency of syntactic structures. This concept was implemented in the attempt of building Viet Treebank [32] . Viet Treebank consists of a corpus with word segmentation and POS annotation. The vnDT model was constructed based on Viet Treebank that can provide the syntactic dependency of word sense by giving its most plausible syntactic analysis [27] . There is a strong dependency of parent node word and its dependents. Thus, we can determine the sense of dependency based on syntactic structure. Word sense can be disambiguated at the granularity level of the first sense.
In order to utilize word sense with dependency tree, we use Vietnamese Wordnet [33] . Wordnet is an ontology that holds relationships among words in terms of synset (a set of synsonyms), and words are organized in hierarchies of senses. In Vietnamese Wordnet, there are three main classes, including of Synset, Word, and WordSense. Nouns, verbs, adjectives are related by the hypernym-hyponym relationship in which they are classified into a group of the first sense. The complete set of the first sense granularity is presented below. Adjective first sense: tính tù ' (adjective) We will investigate a sentence:
Nhân viêndá vào hành lý t(Staff kicks the luggages)
This sentence is expressed as in Fig. 9 : A word can hold multiple senses, however, in our research scope, we only address two major senses. In Table 3 we show a possible number of senses for the above sentence.
We assume that the word "dá(N)#1" (stone) is related to the first sense "vâ . t" (object). Also, the word "hành lý(N)#1" (luggage) refers to the non-human thing, and its first sense is strongly related to "vâ . t" (object). Thus, a combination of ("dá(N)#1" (stone) and, "hành lý(N)#1" (luggage)) can be an appropriate sense combination. However, "Nhân_viên (N) #1" (staff) refers to a human, and "dá(N)#1" (stone) is strongly involved in (object). Therefore, a combination ("Nhân_viên (N) #1" (staff), "dá(N)#1" (stone)) has a weak sense agreement. We can form many possible sense combinations following the set of senses in Table 3 . Finally, we can obtain (Nhân_viên (N) #1" (staff),dá (V) #1 (kick), hành_lý (N) #1 (luggage)) as a suitable sense becausedá (V) #1 (kick) has first sense in a set of actions that effects object things "luggage". In this manner, we can figure out that "dá" (kick) is most likely classified as a negative verb. After we disambiguate word sense, a technique in Sects. 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 will be applied continuously to classify sentence polarity. Similarly, we can figure out that the word "dông" has a close meaning to "crowded" rather than season "winter" because its first sense is related to an object similar to "swimming pool".
Experimental Results
In this section, we present the experimental result of our new methods and compare this result with feature selection and machine learning techniques. The results are shown in Table 4 , and the standard measures of Recall, Precision, and F-Score are used to evaluate the system performance:
F1-Score is the harmonic mean of both:
The accuracy of the system is measured by: where tp is True Positive, tn is True Negative, fn is False Negative, and fp is False Positive. The best accuracy result is achieved by dependency tree with word sense disambiguation. Also, this method has the highest measurement by Recall. Application of dependency with a sub-opinion relation is performed better than the application of dependency tree with belief propagation. The highest performance by Precision measurement (90.59%) is produced by dependency tree with belief propagation. However, this is not an accurate measurement because the belief propagation performed pretty well on the classification of the positive sentence, but its classification process ran poorly on negative sentences because we have more true positives (tp) than false positives (fp). In turn, by calculation of formula (4), we gained better precision.
Duyen has conducted an experiment on the Vietnamese language dataset that we used in this research [27] . In their experiment, the common machine learning techniques are included Naïve Bayes (NB), Maximum Entropy Model (MEM), and Support Vector Machine (SVM). Overall, our three proposed methods performed better than normal machine learning techniques in N.T. Duyen [27] research. In Fig. 10 we see that Supported Vector Machine (SVM) has an accuracy of 76.8% while dependency tree with the application of word sense can achieve 89.6%. The best measurement from our method is 90.63% by Recall, while the best classification result for the positive class is 90.58% by dependency tree with belief propagation (Fig. 11) . This comparison shows a better achievement of our proposed method than the other techniques. We believe that our methods are a strong improvement on sentiment classification since it regards a sentence as a dependency graph. Moreover, it treats 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a new approach for sentiment classification of online hotel booking opinions. We represented sentences in a dependency tree structure, and we mined hidden sub-tree features for conducting classification process. Overall results show a very good performance for feature selection with machine learning techniques.
Despite a good performance, it is essential to further improve the efficiency of our methodologies. One limitation of this research is that word polarity is only determined correctly in a specific domain topic. Low compatibility of the polarity dictionary when we change domain topics is another issue.
